Background: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) critically modulate stem cell properties like pluripotency, but the fundamental mechanism remains largely unknown. Method: This study systematically analyzes multiple-omics data and builds a systems physical network including genome-wide interactions between miRNAs and their targets to reveal the systems mechanism of miRNA functions in mouse pluripotent stem cells. Results: Globally, miRNAs directly repress the pluripotent core factors during differentiation state. Surprisingly, during the pluripotent state, the top important miRNAs do not directly regulate the pluripotent core factors as previously thought, but they only directly target the pluripotent signal pathways and directly repress developmental processes. Furthermore, at the pluripotent state miRNAs predominately repress DNA methyltransferases, the core enzymes for DNA methylation. The decreasing methylation repressed by miRNAs in turn activates the top miRNAs and pluripotent core factors, creating an active circuit system to modulate pluripotency. Conclusion: MiRNAs vary their functions with stem cell states. While miRNAs directly repress pluripotent core factors to facilitate differentiation during the differentiation state, they also help stem cells to maintain pluripotency by activating pluripotent cores through directly repressing DNA methylation systems and primarily inhibiting development in the pluripotent state.
Background
MicroRNAs (miRNAs), short (~22 nts) conserved endogenous non-coding RNAs, inhibit messenger RNA targets by repressing translation or reducing mRNA stability [1] . MiRNAs critically modulate many cellular events, including the balance between proliferation and differentiation during organ development [1] . In pluripotent stem cells (including induced pluripotent stem cells and embryonic stem cells, referred to as stem cells hereafter), miRNAs play important roles in regulating stem cell bioprocesses [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
miRNAs modulate stem cell pluripotency and differentiation [2] [3] [4] . Knocking out the key miRNA processing enzymes Dicer [2, 3] or DGCR8 [4] causes stem cells to lose their pluripotency. MiRNA-290 cluster has been proposed to regulate the core pluripotency factors like Pou5f1 [7] [8] [9] . MiRNA-302-367 cluster has also been used to induce pluripotency [10] . On the other hand, miRNAs like let-7 induce stem cell differentiation [11] . However, these recent studies have mostly focused on individual gene functions in stem cells although genome-wide data might be employed, and the conclusions drawn from these current studies are unavoidably biased on genes selected by these studies. Therefore, these studies only provide partial mechanisms of miRNA functions in stem cells, and the overall systems mechanisms of how miRNAs regulate stem cell processes remain largely elusive.
MiRNAs generally do not work alone to perform their functions [12] . One miRNA might target more than 100 genes [13, 14] , and one gene can be repressed by multiple miRNAs in a sequence-specific fashion [12, 13, 15] . In turn, proteins can physically bind to the promoters and enhancers of miRNAs to regulate miRNA activations [16] . These binary interactions between miRNAs and proteins would form a complex systematic network. This complexity of miRNA interaction network presents a challenge for conventional approaches like geneknockout to unbiasedly capture the real mechanisms of miRNA functions in stem cells.
This present study employed systems physical network approaches [17] and constructed a comprehensive and unbiased map of genome-wide interactions between miRNAs and their targets to investigate the global basis of miRNA roles in pluripotent stem cells, from the pluripotent self-renewal state to the differentiation state. Results of the present study lay a conceptual framework for future studies and applications of miRNAs in stem cells.
Results

Physical network of miRNA and protein interactions in stem cells
To systematically reveal the roles of miRNAs in stem cells, this study first constructed a systems network [17] of interactions between miRNAs and proteins by combining multiple published datasets. These interactions contain binary interactions from two directions, from miRNAs to mRNAs coding for proteins, and from proteins to miRNA promoters and enhancers. The miRNA-targets were inferred from CLIP-seq data, which simultaneously identify miRNAs-mRNA interactions by measuring miRNA-Argonaute complexes [18, 19] (materials and methods). Protein-targets were inferred from ChIP-seq, which measures protein interactions with DNA [20] (Fig. 1 , Additional file 1: Table S1 and materials and methods). The CLIP-seq and ChIP-seq provide data of physical binding interactions. The systems interaction network constructed here includes physical interactions of both miRNA-targets and protein-targets.
The entire network contains~10,000 nodes and 233,000 interactions (Fig. 1c) . Both ChIP-seq and CLIP-seq measures genome-wide targets and thus this network provides a global map of miRNA targets in stem cells. For example, the genome-wide interactions between miRNAs and the pluripotent core factors (Nanog, Pouf1 and Sox2) could be extracted from this network (Fig. 1d) . Due to its natural interactions generated from experimental data, this network would provide accurate interactions between miRNA and their targets, and results generated from this network would be reliable.
The primary role of miRNAs in stem cells
To understand the primary role of all miRNAs activated (up-or down-regulated when compared with somatic cells) at the pluripotent state in stem cells, we searched for the biological functions of the network activated by miRNAs in stem cells. To avoid the dataset biases and to ensure our results general, we included different datasets of miRNAs and genes coding for proteins and selected miRNAs and genes that are only activated with high frequency in all datasets (Additional file 1: Table S2 -S3, materials and methods). These activated miRNAs and genes were used to enrich the entire network ( Fig. 1) to get the activated network using methods as previously described [17] . The network activated by overexpressed miRNAs and down-regulated proteins (Additional file 1: Table S2 -S3) formed a subnetwork activated by up-regulated miRNAs in the pluripotent state. To avoid bias, we run the GO (gene ontology) functional analysis (www.geneontology.org/) of this subnetwork [21] by separately using references of both entire GO annotation database and a set of all up-regulated genes in stem cells. Different references generated different enrichment p-value but produced the similar result that the entire subnetwork primarily functions for development, with corrected p-value < 6.517e-62 (Bonferroni correction using entire annotation, referred as corr, hereafter) (Additional file 1: Figure S1A ). This activated subnetwork was further enriched by the developmental GO term to obtain the developmental module (Fig. 2a) . This developmental module was decomposed into functional modules based on network topology [22] and it contained 6 sub-functional modules (Materials and Methods). All of these 6 modules primarily function for development (corr p-value < 8.2615E-83, Fig. 2a ), indicating that the primary function of over-expressed miRNAs at pluripotent state is to repress developmental modules.
The repressing role of up-regulated miRNAs was further evidenced by examining the targets of three primarily represented miRNA groups, the top overexpressed miRNA group, a miR-302-367 cluster, and a single miR-294. First, a total of 17 out of the 20 most important miRNAs, which were selected on the basis of the variance contribution to the system (material and methods, Additional file 1: Table S4 ), directly target a developmental sub-network (corr p < 6.3512E-20, Additional file 1: Figure S2 ). Among the 17 miRNAs, the top 5 miRNAs also target a module that primarily functions for development (corr p < 8.5158E-23, Fig. 2b-2c) . Furthermore, the well-known miR-302 cluster and even a single miRNA, miR-294, also target modules functionally enriched in the developmental category with respectively corr p-value <1.4436E-21 ( Fig. 3a-3b) , and corr p-value < 1.0157E-29 ( Fig. 3c-3d) . Therefore, overexpressed miRNAs at pluripotent state primarily repress development. Biologically, to maintain the selfrenewal and pluripotency, stem cells have some ways to Table S4 ). c, the key modules were significantly and abundantly enriched in the developmental category On the other hand, the down-regulated miRNAs in stem cells directly target genes that primarily function for metabolism and pluripotency, such as Sox2 and Pou5f1 (corr-p < 3.5159E-42, Additional file 1: Figure S1B , Figure S3 ). These down-regulated miRNAs become upregulated during differentiation and directly slower the entire metabolic processes and inhibit pluripotency during this state. Together, miRNAs primarily and directly repress development during the pluripotent state while they repress metabolism and pluripotency during cell differentiation.
Paths from activated miRNAs to pluripotent core factors
MiRNAs like miR-302 cluster mediate pluripotency [7, 23] , and it thus was assumed that top over-expressed miRNAs such as miR-302 and miRNA-290-295 cluster in stem cells might directly or indirectly target pluripotent core factors [7, 23] . To investigate if these top miRNAs directly target the core factors, we systematically searched the shortest paths respectively from the top important miRNAs as described above (Materials and Methods, Additional file 1: Table S4 ) to the three core factors (Pou5f1, Nanog, and Sox2). Surprisingly, all these top miRNAs, including miR-302b, miR-367, miR-294, and miR-292, do not directly target any core factors ( Fig. 4a-4d) . Actually, the direct basis of these miRNAs regulating the pluripotent core factors seemed blurred because all these miRNAs must go through at least 2 steps to reach any pluripotency core factor. These two steps include a miRNA and a protein, which are not consistently expressed with these miRNAs. This suggested that these top over-expressed miRNAs in stem cells do not directly mediate the pluripotency.
To circumvent the bias of selected miRNA groups, we further globally and unbiasedly searched for all upregulated miRNAs that target the pluripotent core factors (Nanog, Pou5f1 and Sox2). Surprisingly, we only found one miRNA (miR-684) that barely up-regulated (~2 fold changed) [18, 24] (GEO database, methods and materials) in the pluripotent state and directly binds to Sox2 (Fig. 4e) , which was also targeted by down-regulated miRNA-431. This indicated that activated miRNAs (>100miRNAs) do not primarily and directly target the pluripotent core factors during the pluripotent state.
On the other hand, regardless of expression, only limited miRNAs directly bind to Pou5f1, while many miRNAs directly target Sox2 although they might not over-express in stem cells (Fig. 1d) , indicating that miRNAs target Sox2 more than Pou5f1. This suggested that the connection from miRNAs to the pluripotent core factors primarily go through Sox2, in contrast with the current thought that miRNAs should primarily target Pou5f1 [10] , a key factor for reprogramming induced pluripotent stem cells.
Pluripotent network targeted by activated miRNAs
We next expanded the pluripotent gene list to all pluripotent genes uncovered by Hu et al. [25] . We still focused on the direct miRNA target and searched the first neighbor of all overexpressed miRNAs (Additional file 1: Figure S4A ) and all down-regulated miRNAs (Additional file 1: Figure S4B ). Most of these targets are shared by up-and down-regulated miRNAs (Fig. 5a-5b) , indicating that the primary pluripotent genes in stem cells are carefully modulated by multiple up-and down-regulated miRNAs. The function of the entire shared network is primarily for extrinsic signal pathways associated with pluripotency ( Fig. 5b) . For example, the highly connected nodes Apc, Rad21 and Eif4g2 are involved in Wnt signaling and mitotic cell cycle pathways [26, 27] (corr = 0.017891, geneontology.org). Signaling pathways with similar functions were also found in the network targeted by over-expressed miRNAs only (Fig. 5c ) and in modules directly targeted by the represented miRNAs cluster in stem cells, such as miR-302-367 cluster ( Fig. 5d ) and miR-294 (Fig. 5e ). This indicated that miRNAs in the pluripotent state primarily function for modulating the balance of pluripotent signal pathways instead of directly targeting pluripotent core factors. This suggests that these regulations driven by miRNAs might go through multiple steps to the pluripotent core factors.
Interestingly, Il6st (Interleukin 6 signal transducer, gp130) were regulated by multiple miRNAs in pluripotent state (Fig. 5d-e) . A protein complex constructed by IL6st (gp130) and Lifr (leukemia inhibitory factor receptor alpha) and stabilized by LIF (Leukaemia inhibitory factor) is a regulatory complex to maintain self-renewal in stem cells [28] . Targeting Il6st here further suggested the important role of miRNAs in modulating pluripotency.
In contrast to the up-regulated miRNAs in pluripotent state, down-regulated miRNAs directly target the core pluripotency factors like miRNA431 targeting Sox2 (Additional file 1: Figure S5 ). These down-regulated miRNAs in the pluripotent state are actually upregulated during the differentiation state and these pluripotency core factors become down-regulated in differentiation. This direct linkage between up-regulated miRNAs and down-regulated core factors suggested that these miRNAs directly inhibit the pluripotent core factors and repress pluripotency to facilitate differentiation during stem cell differentiation. This result parallels with recent experimental observations showing that miRNAs repress the pluripotent core factors and pluripotency during differentiation [16] .
To summarize, miRNAs do not directly target pluripotent core factors during pluripotent state but miRNAs directly target and repress these core factors during differentiation.
MiRNAs abundantly target epigenetic system
The above result indicated that the number of miRNA binding (degree) to pluripotent genes (nodes) was very limited. The target with the highest degree, Eif4g2, was only attacked by~20 up-regulated miRNAs (Fig. 5c) . It was expected that a certain group of nodes should be targeted by more than that. This drove us to further search the network hubs (the important nodes) in the entire network. We systematically ranked the miRNA targets by degree (miRNA directly binding only) and obtained the top hubs. The top hubs mostly function for RNA processing, but surprisingly, Dnmt3a, a DNAmethyltransferase for de novo DNA methylation, was among the top hubs. Dnmt3a actually holds more than 160 miRNA binding sites in 3'-UTR region based only on 8 bp seed mapping and it was ranked within the top 1 % of the up-regulated miRNA targets (Fig. 6a) . Dnmt3a was even ranked higher than Eif4g2, the highest ranked node in the pluripotent genes (Fig. 6a, Fig. 5b-c) , indicating that Dnmt3a should be a top important node in the network directly regulated by miRNAs in the Fig. 4 Pathways from activated miRNAs to pluripotent core factors. a, b, c, d, the shortest paths from miR-302b, miR-367, miR-294, and miR-292-5p respectively to the pluripotent core factors. None of these top overexpressed miRNAs directly binds to any of these core factors. e, Core factors directly targeted by activated miRNAs in stem cells pluripotent state. This also indicated that miRNAs predominately target DNA methylation system, rather than the pluripotent genes. We extracted the network of Dnmt3a directly targeted by miRNAs and found that the top miRNA clusters (Additional file 1: Table S4 ), such as miR-302-367 and miR-290-295 cluster, were among the miRNAs that target Dnmt3a (Fig. 6b) . Similarly, Many well-known miRNA clusters (e.g. miR-290-295 and miR-302) in stem cells also target Dnmt1 (Fig. 6c) , an enzyme predominately responsible for methylation in hemimethylated CpG islands. Many down-regulated miRNAs also target Dnmt3a and Dnmt1 (Additional file 1: Figure S6 ), but their attacks would lead to differentiation instead of maintaining pluripotency in stem cells as discussed above [16] . These abundantly overexpressed miRNAs that target the methylation system suggest that miRNAs predominately repress Dnmts in the pluripotent state.
In addition, miRNAs directly and abundantly target a core histone modification complex (Hdac4-Mef2c-Mef2d, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/9759) (Fig. 7) , including Mef2c (myocyte enhancer factor 2C), which was targeted by the top over-expressed miRNA clusters including miR-290-295 and miR-302 cluster (Fig. 7) . Upregulating Mef2c enhances stem cells differentiation [29] , and down-regulated Mef2c inhibits differentiation [29] . The down-regulation of Mef2c targeted by the top overexpressed miRNA clusters suggests that miRNAs repress differentiation in stem cells. This is consistent with our discussion above on the miRNA repressing development and differentiation at the pluripotent state in stem cells (Figs. 2  and 3 ). Together, miRNAs directly and abundantly target the epigenetic systems at the pluripotent state.
DNA methylation mediates the miRNA activation in stem cells
To search the mechanism controlling the miRNA activations, this study turned to the genome-wide sequencing of DNA methylation in stem cells and methylationloss-stem cells [30] (Additional file 1: Table S1 , materials and methods). A total of 2000 bp in each upstream and downstream of start sites of all activated miRNAs were examined. While the DNA methylation in the downstream of up-regulated miRNAs is not different from that of down-regulated miRNAs (p > 0.1899), the down-regulated miRNAs hold significantly higher methylation upstream than up-regulated miRNAs (p < 3.685e-05, Fig. 8a) . Surprisingly, the biggest difference locates in~1000 bp up-stream instead of immediate upstream (p < 1.265e-06, Fig. 8b ). Furthermore, these differences are overall negatively correlated to miRNA expressions with correlation coefficient of −0.35 and p-value < 0.05 (Fig. 8c) . This suggested that the difference in DNA methylation accounts for the miRNA activations. This parallels a recent observation showing that the loss of DNA methylation significantly increases miRNA expressions [29] . Therefore, miRNA activations and their network are mediated by DNA methylation in~1000 bp upstream regions.
(See figure on previous page.) Fig. 6 MiRNAs abundantly target DNA methylation systems. a, Dnmt3a was targeted by 30 up-regulated miRNAs and was ranked in the top 1 % of the up-regulated miRNA targets. The network nodes (miRNA targets) were plotted against the node degree (miRNA binding number only). b, the Dnmt3a network targeted by miR NAs. The most important miRNAs, including the miR-302-367 and miR-290-295 cluster, are found in the Dnmt3a network. c, miRNAs target another methylation enzyme Dnmt1 
Discussion
This study is the first investigation, to our knowledge, to search the primary mechanism of miRNA functions in stem cells at systems level on the basis of a physical map constructed by direct interactions of miRNAs and proteins. MiRNAs play critical roles in maintaining overall properties like pluripotency in stem cells [2] [3] [4] , but the mechanisms still remain largely elusive. Here, we systematically revealed that miRNA primarily target developmental modules during the pluripotent state while another set of miRNAs directly target pluripotent core factors during differentiation state. This suggests that one of miRNA primary functions is to repress development at the pluripotent state to prevent stem cell differentiation and to keep stem cell pluripotency while miRNAs also degrade pluripotent core factors to facilitate differentiation during differentiation state. This is consistent with the recent observation that overexpressions of miRNAs induce pluripotency [10] and miRNAs also facilitate stem cells differentiation [16] .
The mechanism of miRNAs in regulating pluripotency has been widely investigated [7] [8] [9] , but the systems mechanism remains elusive. One of fundamental questions is whether miRNAs directly or indirectly regulate the pluripotency at system level. It has been consistently observed that gene expressions of the top overexpressed miRNAs are positive correlative to that of pluripotent core factors. Recent evidences also show that miRNA-302-367 cluster could induce pluripotency [10] . The observations led to a speculation that miRNAs might directly target the pluripotent core factors. Although miRNAs could have many functions in certain conditions, the primary functions of miRNAs are for degrading and inhibiting their targets. If the overexpressed miRNAs directly target the core factors, these miRNAs would likely repress the core factors as previously evidenced [31] , leading to down-regulations of these core factors. A negative correlation between them was expected, but in fact, a positive correlation has been consistently observed. This suggests that the top miRNAs might not directly target and degrade pluripotent core factors. Here, we utilized the power of our system network to exhaustively search the direct linkages between miRNAs and the pluripotent core factors. Our results revealed that the top miRNAs such as miR-290 and miRNA-302 cluster do not directly target any core pluripotent factors during the pluripotent state (Fig. 4) . Most of top miRNAs only directly target the extrinsic signal pathways associated with pluripotency (Fig. 5) . A signal from a signal pathway normally travels through multiple steps to reach its targets. Therefore, the top miRNAs indirectly target the core factors and indirectly regulate the pluripotency.
In contrast to the indirect mechanism of miRNAs in targeting the genetic system, the top miRNAs, including miR-302-367 and miRNA-294 cluster, directly and abundantly target the core enzymes of DNA methylation system, Dnmt3a and Dnmt1. Targeting these Dnmts by the top expressed miRNAs suggests inhibition of Dnmts, which highly express in somatic cells but lowly express in stem cells. This parallels the most recent observations showing that gene expressions of up-regulated miRNAs are negatively correlative with that of DNA methyltransferases (Dnmts) [32, 33] and that microRNAs degrade Dnmts in stem cells [32] .
During self-renewal and pluripotency, mouse stem cell genome are in hypomethylated status, and genome-wide three methylase (Dnmt3a, Dnmt3b, and Dnmt1) are tightly depressed [34] . Our data showed that abundant miRNA directly target DNA methylase, suggesting that miRNAs play a crucial role in repressing DNA methylation machinery during pluripotency.
Our result of miRNA directly repressing Dnmts contributes to the understanding of the positive relationship existing between up-regulated miRNAs and overexpressed core pluripotent factors in stem cells as discussed above. Over-expressed miRNAs directly target Dnmts, leading to DNA methylation reductions at genome-wide level, including the loci of the pluripotent core factors. This results in over-expression of these core factors responsible for pluripotency. This is consistent with the observation of less methylation in the loci of the core factors during induced pluripotent stem cell reprogramming, and it is also consistent with our recent finding that the demethylation level can be used as a variable for discriminating different stem cells [35] . Therefore, miRNAs primarily and directly target the epigenetic system that further activates pluripotent core factors in stem cells. This parallels the most current report that miRNAs degrade Dnmts in stem cells [32] .
DNA methylation might regulate expressions of a certain group of genes in stem cells [36] . Our data further showed that DNA methylation globally mediates the miRNA activations in stem cells. These miRNA activations by DNA methylation in turn repress the DNA methylation. Less methylation activates the miRNAs and pluripotent core factors again. Together, we proposed a system-wide circuit to describe a part of miRNA primary roles in modulating pluripotency in pluripotent stem cells (Fig. 9) . In this circuit, miRNAs directly repress development and directly repress the DNA methylation system, while miRNAs indirectly regulate pluripotency genes. This repression of DNA methylation activates Fig. 9 A system view of miRNAs primary mechanistic roles in maintaining pluripotency in pluripotent stem cells. MiRNAs directly repress both the DNA methylation system and the development, while indirectly regulate pluripotency genes. Reduced DNA methylation activates the miRNAs and pluripotent core factors for pluripotency. The activated circuit between miRNAs and DNA methylation, as well as the development inhibition, help stem cells to maintain the pluripotent state, see text for detail. The solid lines are directly derived from the present study and they represent direct interactions and the dash dark line represents indirect interactions, while dash green lines denote evidences from reference papers.
both pluripotent factors and miRNAs. The activations of pluripotent factors and repression of development contribute to pluripotency in stem cells, while the activations of miRNAs further inhibit both DNA methylation and development. This creates an active system-wide circuit in stem cells to maintain the pluripotent state (Fig. 9) .
The network interactions of proteins targeted by multiple miRNAs also provide a systems vision of quantitative regulatory mechanism of miRNAs in stem cells. For example, our study uncovered that many up-and down-regulated miRNAs directly target Dnmts and Wnt pathway like Apc, suggesting that DNA methylation and Wnt pathway are delicately regulated in stem cells dynamically. These regulations are controlled by not only simply turning on/off genes but also mediated by the quantitative concentrations of many gene expressions. The slightly quantitative alternation of each component concentration could result in change of stem cell state, self-renewal or differentiation.
This quantitative regulatory mechanism can help to revise the controversial mechanisms derived from individual gene studies. For example, Wnt signaling and pathway components interact with pluripotent core factors (Oct4/ SoX2/Nanog) to regulate stem cell pluripotency and differentiation [26, 27] , but whether Wnt signaling promotes pluripotency or differentiation has been intensively debated recently [26, 27] , partially due to lack of system-wide vision on it. These components targeted by miRNAs revealed here with other system-network level data could provide novel clues to design biological experiments and select mathematical models to clarify the role of Wnt pathway in stem cells and to finally solve this controversial issue.
Conclusion
This study mostly focused on the primary functions of miRNAs in pluripotent state. We systematically revealed that miRNAs directly repress DNA methylation systems and primarily inhibiting development to help stem cells to maintain pluripotency in the pluripotent state. However, we do not exclude other functions of miRNAs in stem cells. The results made here are based on the current limited data and these miRNA functions drawn here only account for a part of miRNA roles in stem cells. With data accumulating, more functions of miRNAs will certainly be explored. Recently, an exciting field of noncoding RNA studies have revealed that long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), transcripts of more than 200 nucleotides, participate in the regulation of the pluripotent state and differentiation. These IncRNAs even regulate the complex miRNA network and interact with DNA methylation machinery like methylase [37] . A more exciting comprehensive map of miRNA-lncRNA-DNA methylation-mRNA can be expected. Nevertheless, our key results and conclusion regarding the fundamental basis of primary miRNA functions in regulating mouse stem cell pluripotency and differentiation have actually also been observed in human [10, 16] , suggesting that these miRNA functions might be conserved in both mouse and human. Understanding the fundamental systems roles of miRNAs studied here would broadly direct the future functional studies of miRNAs in both human and mouse stem cells.
Materials and methods
Data resources
This study analyzed multiple datasets published in public database, GEO database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). These data were generated by high-throughput methods as detailed in Additional file 1: Table S1 , including CLIP-seq, ChIP-seq, RNA-seq, microarray, and bisulfite sequencing DNA (Additional file 1: Table S1 ).
Data bioinformatics analysis
To be consistent and comparable, all sequencing data were mapped to mouse genome (mm9). All fastq files (Additional file 1: Table S1 ) from CLIP-seq, ChIP-seq and RNA-seq were aligned using BWA 0.6.2 with default parameters [38] . All PCR-duplicates were removed. Bisulfite sequencing DNA was aligned by Bismark 0.7.6 with tolerating one non-bisulfite mismatch per read (http:// www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/bismark/).
The clusters from CLIP-seq were generated by using GenomicRanges 1.12 under R 2.15 and were subjected to second noise quartile cutoff. The filtered clusters located in 3'UTRs and CDSs were used to search for miRNA bindings. The miRNA bindings were searched against the perfect match of miRNA seed sequences (6-8 nt) using home-made python scripts. The seed sequences were extracted from miRNA sequences downloaded from miRBase 19 (http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/). Peaks from ChIP-seq were called using SISSRs 1.4 (http:// dir.nhlbi.nih.gov/papers/lmi/epigenomes/sissrs/) and the peaks were annotated using ChIPpeakAnno 2.8 under R-2.15. The differential expressions from RNA-seq were performed using negative binomial model using edgeR 3.2 under R 2.15. Bisulfite DNA methylation was counted against the genome coordinates of miRNAs (Additional file 1: Table S4 ). Microarray data were analyzed using limma 3.16 under R 2.15.
Activated genes and miRNAs selection
To minimize the biases from individual experiments and cell lines as well as the confounders caused by highthroughput methods, we selected genes and miRNAs activated in different conditions by using different sets of data (Additional file 1: Table S1 ). Expression data from various resources (Additional file 1: Table S1 ) were employed. Genes coding for proteins with activating frequency >50 % in all observations and miRNAs with activating frequency of more than 25 % out of all observations were treated as activated genes and were selected (Additional file 1: Table S2-S3). The up-regulation and down-regulation was based on comparison to somatic cells in each experiment (corrected p < 0.01 and fold change > 2).
The top important miRNAs (Additional file 1: Table S4 ) were selected on the basis of their contributions to network structure and variance by using the algorithm as we previously published [36] . Briefly, the top miRNAs were selected on the basis of their ranking scores calculated by the eigengene-based connectivity as defined below [36] .
where d i denotes the i th node degree, and d max denotes the maximum degree of a node in the entire network. |Cor(xi, E)| represents the absolute Pearson correlation coefficient, where x i represents a vector of i th node value, and E eigengene of the network.
Network construction and analysis
The network construction and analysis were performed by approaches as our previous reports [17, 39] . Briefly, we built the map (Fig. 1) by collecting the interactions of both miRNAs targets from the CLIP-seq and proteinbinding promoters of miRNAs from ChIP-seq data. The interactions from CLIP-seq and ChIP-seq were signed as miRNA or proteins respectively (Fig. 1) . Only the direct interactions (first-neighbor) were selected and included, and thus this map is a physical binding network. The network was enriched by the activated genes and miRNAs selected above to get the activated network. Functional modules were further enriched by the functional genes based on gene ontology enrichment (e.g. Additional file 1: Figure S1 , http://www.geneontology.org/). Six sub-modules in functional developmental module (Fig. 2a) were based on network topology to identify the densely connected modules. The target node ranking was based on the degree of each miRNA node (Fig. 6a-6b ).
Additional file
Additional file 1: Figure S1 . Functional enrichments of all targets that are targeted by all up-and down-regulated miRNAs. A, Up-regulated miRNAs. B, down-regulated miRNAs. Figure S2 . Total 17 out of top 20 important miRNAs target developmental genes. Figure S3 . Down-regulated miRNAs mediate metabolism in stem cells. Figure S4 . All pluripotent genes targeted by up-regulated miRNAs (A) and down-regulated miRNAs (B) in stem cells. Figure S5 . An activated network targeted by down-regulated miRNAs. Figure S6 . Down-regulated miRNAs targeting DNMT3A. Table S1 . Data sources. Table S2 . A list of miRNAs that are frequently and significantly differential expressed between stem cells and somatic cells. Table S3 . A list of genes coding for proteins that are frequently and significantly differential expressed between stem cells and somatic cells. Table S4 . A list of top 20 important miRNAs.
